Paralogous sequences of the RPB2 gene are demonstrated in the angiosperm order Gentianales. Two different copies were found by using different PCR primer pairs targeting a region that corresponds to exons 22-24 in the Arabidopsis RPB2 gene. One of the copies (RPB2-d) lacks introns in this region, whereas the other has introns at locations corresponding to those of green plants previously investigated. When analyzed with other available RPB2 sequences from this region, all 28 RPB2-d sequences obtained from the Gentianales and the four sequences from the Lamiales form a monophyletic group, together with a previously published tomato cDNA sequence. The substitution patterns, relative rates of change, and nucleotide compositions of the two paralogous RPB2 exon regions are similar, and none of them shows any signs of being a pseudogene. Although multiple copies of similar, paralogous sequences can confound phylogenetic interpretations, the lack of introns in RPB2-d make a priori homology assessment easy. The phylogenetic utility of RPB2-d within the Gentianales is evaluated in comparison with the chloroplast genes ndhF and rbcL. The hierarchical information in the RPB2-d region sequenced is more incongruent with that of the plastid genes than the plastid genes are with each other as determined by incongruence length difference tests. In contrast to the plastid genes, parsimony-informative third codon positions of RPB2 have a significantly higher rate of change than first and second positions. Topologically, the trees from the three genes are similar, and the differences are usually only weakly supported. In terms of support, RPB2 gives the highest jackknife support per sequenced nucleotide, whereas ndhF gives the highest Bremer support per sequenced nucleotide. The RPB2-d locus has the potential to be a valuable nuclear marker for determination of phylogenetic relationships within the euasterid I group of plants.
Introduction
DNA sequencing of PCR-generated fragments has relaxed the requirements for the material used for DNA extraction and thus tremendously enlarged the potential for broadscale systematic studies based on DNA sequence data. In plants, the chloroplast genome and the nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA) sequences have been most popular. The chloroplast genome is relatively well known, with several complete sequences (e.g., Shinozaki et al. 1986; Hallick et al. 1993; Maier et al. 1995; Ohyama 1996; Wakasugi et al. 1997) . A large fraction of the chloroplast genes are present in a single copy, a fact that simplifies location of orthologous regions for PCR. The nuclear genome has been less utilized as a source of phylogenetic information. Presumably, this is largely due to problems concerning determination of orthology of PCR-generated sequences from the multicopy part of the nuclear genome. In the case of the ribosomal DNA, concerted evolution (e.g., Zimmer et al. 1980 ) is thought to homogenize the many repeats in a way that facilitates phylogeny reconstruction. Other parts of the nuclear genome are usually much less known, and a large fraction are evidently multicopy gene families, complicating a priori homology assessment of potentially useful sequences (e.g., Mathews, Lavin, and Sharrock 1995; Waters 1995; Doyle, Kanazin, and Shoemaker 1996; Gottlieb and Ford 1996; Morton, Gaut, and Clegg 1996; Clegg, Cummings, and Durbin 1997) . Moreover, it is possible that concerted evolution is incomplete in these regions (Wendel and Doyle 1998) . Thus, it is generally thought that suitable target regions for phylogenetic studies should be single-copy regions or, minimally, regions in which orthologous copies of multigene families can be unambiguously identified.
In contrast to the chloroplast genome, there is a level in the plant taxonomic hierarchy at which suitable sequence regions of the nuclear genome have not yet been discovered (Soltis and Soltis 1998) . At a level spanning approximately genera to families within orders, ribosomal DNA sequences are generally either too conservative (genes) or too divergent (spacer regions). The exon sequences of certain protein-coding genes are potentially useful at this level, but in addition to orthology problems, the exon sequences are often interrupted by large introns (Li and Graur 1991) which may be too divergent to be useful.
Nuclear RNA polymerases in eukaryotes belong to three different classes, referred to as RNA polymerase I, II, and III. Each enzyme is composed of two large (Ͼ100 kDa) and several smaller subunits, each of which is typically encoded by a unique single-copy gene. Some genes encode subunits common to two or three of the polymerases (Thuriaux and Sentenac 1992) , and a few genes have been reported to be multicopy (e.g., RPB3 and RPB5 in Arabidopsis; Larkin, Hagen, and Guilfoyle 1999). Multiple copies of RPB1 have been reported in Glycine max (Dietrich, Prenger, and Guilfoyle 1990) , but these multiple copies may be due to the polyploid nature of the soybean genome (Kumar and Hymowitz 1989; Denton, McConaughy, and Hall 1998) .
RPB2 encodes the second-largest subunit of nuclear RNA polymerase II, which is responsible for the transcription of protein-encoding genes (Sawadogo and Sentenac 1990) and is found in all eukaryotes. In the majority of organisms studied so far, RPB2 has been reported to be single-copy (Thuriaux and Sentenac 1992; Ulmasov, Larkin, and Guilfoyle 1996) . In plants, Southern blot experiments have been performed on Arabidopsis (Larkin and Guilfoyle 1993) , tomato (Warrilow and Symons 1996) , and Rhododendron (Denton, McConaughy, and Hall 1998) , all suggesting just one copy of RPB2 in these organisms. The large number of specific protein-protein contacts between subunits occurring within a three-dimensional framework is mainly determined by the structure and mutual interactions of the two largest subunits (Wlassoff, Kimura, and Ishihama 1999) . Under the assumption that RPB2 is generally single-copy, it has been suggested that it has great potential for phylogenetic studies (Sidow and Thomas 1993; Denton, McConaughy, and Hall 1998) .
The only complete plant RPB2 sequence published, from Arabidopsis thaliana (Larkin and Guilfoyle 1993) , contains 3,564 bp of exon sequence with 24 interspersed introns. Denton, McConaughy, and Hall (1998) sequenced 1,668 bp of exon sequence in the 3Ј part of the gene and found the intron locations there to be identical in the flowering plants Arabidopsis and Aristolochia, in Ginkgo, and in the liverwort Marchantia. Alignments of RPB2 amino acid sequences from humans, Drosophila, fungi, and plants have revealed large parts to be highly conserved (Warrilow and Symons 1996) . Denton, McConaughy, and Hall (1998) suggested that RPB2 could be a valuable nuclear marker for tracing plant phylogeny. Moreover, their results indicated that the PCR approach may be used. With this background, we wanted to explore the potential of RPB2 as a source for phylogenetic information for resolving family relationships in the Gentianales, an angiosperm order that is well supported by chloroplast DNA sequences (Olmstead et al. 1993; Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer 2000) . The cpDNA sequences provide good internal resolution in many cases (Bremer 1996; Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer 2000) , but the sister group relationship of the recently recognized family Gelsemiaceae (Struwe, Albert, and Bremer 1994) is not settled, and some intrafamilial relationships are still obscure (Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer 2000) .
Specifically, we investigated (1) whether single, orthologous RPB2 sequences could be obtained using standard PCR methods; (2) the congruence and strength of the phylogenetic signal from RPB2 sequences compared with sequences from the chloroplast protein-coding genes rbcL and ndhF; and (3) whether any increase in phylogenetic resolution results from combining RPB2 sequences with the rbcL and ndhF sequences.
Materials and Methods
Using published tomato (Solanum) cDNA and Arabidopsis nuclear DNA sequences of the RPB2 gene, we constructed oligonucleotides for amplification of a region targeting ca. 250 amino acid residues, corresponding to exons 22-24 with intervening introns in Arabidopsis. Primer sequences are presented in figure 1. Initially, 6935F and 7884R were used, and the other primers were constructed to amplify templates where the original primer pair failed to produce a clear single product. Here we report previously unpublished DNA sequences of 32 taxa from the orders Gentianales and Lamiales. First, we aligned these with previously published genes coding for the second-largest subunit of RNA polymerase genes to confirm that the obtained sequences were plant RPB2 genes. Second, we compared these (except Chironia, for which there are no available chloroplast DNA sequences) with previously published sequences for the chloroplast ndhF and rbcL genes (Oxelman, Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer 2000) . GenBank accession numbers and voucher information are given in table 1.
PCR reactions were performed using Taq polymerase (Advanced Biotechnologies) according to the instructions of the manufacturer on a Perkin-Elmer 480 thermal cycler. The thermal program started with a denaturation step at 95ЊC for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95ЊC for 30 s, 55ЊC for 1 min, and 72ЊC for 2 min. The program was terminated with a 72ЊC step for 7 min. Amplification products were purified with the Qiaquick PCR kit according to instructions from the manufacturer (Qiagen). Sequencing reactions were performed using the PCR primers with the PRISM Ready Reaction Dye Deoxy Terminator FS kit (Applied Biosystems) and analyzed on an ABI 377 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems).
Previously published RPB2 sequences, as well as homologous parts of RPA2 and RPC2 (table 1), were used for manual alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences. This alignment was used for initial determination of that obtained sequences were plant RPB2 sequences.
Frequently, nucleotide sequences of protein-coding genes are recoded to their inferred amino acid sequences before phylogenetic analysis. One reason for this is the presumed saturation of synonymous changes along long branches. On the other hand, substitutions leading to amino acid changes may be too rare to reveal any information about relationships among closely related taxa, and some synonymous changes may be informative at certain levels of the tree. Agosti, Jacobs, and DeSalle (1996) suggested that nucleic acid sequences and their translated amino acid codings could be combined to address this problem. We performed combined, as well as separate, amino acid and DNA sequence analyses. Intron sequences were removed from the alignments prior to analysis, and the presence/absence of introns was coded as additional characters. The incongruence length difference (ILD; Farris et al. 1994 ) test was used to assess heterogeneity between the nucleic acid and amino acid matrices. Incongruent signals could help to identify possible cases of long-branch attraction (Felsenstein 1978) and caution against combining nucleic and amino acid codings.
By restricting a tree to Arabidopsis II, Mostuea II, Mostuea II-d, Kopsia II, and Kopsia II-d, we compared proportion of synonymous changes and transition/transversion ratios along the terminal branches for the two paralogs found in Mostuea and Kopsia. Taxonwise comparisons of the substitution patterns in the two paralogous RPB2 genes were performed using Bonferroni-corrected P-values from chi-square tests for differences in synonymous/nonsynonymous changes and transitions/ transversions for the two paralogous copies in each of the two taxa.
Eighteen land plant RPB2 sequences were selected for relative rate tests according to the method of Steel et al. (1996) as implemented in the computer program r8s (Sanderson 1997) . These 18 sequences were selected because they best represented the land plant RPB2 sequences available and because they yielded a single most-parsimonious tree. The significance test in the method of Steel et al. (1996) is problematic for two reasons. First, the test variable, which is the difference between the distances from an ingroup sequence to an outgroup, is sensitive to which outgroup is chosen. Second, there is a severe problem arising from performing multiple tests on the same data. On average, we should, with 95% probability, expect 1 significant value out of 12 at the 0.05 level, even if all of the data have been drawn at random from the same probability distribution (see Rice 1989) . Moreover, many of the tests will be phylogenetically nonindependent because some of the tests use the same taxa (Sanderson 1998 ). Because we were primarily interested in comparing whether the paralogous sequences evolved at different rates within the same organism, we decided to ignore the significance values given by the r8s program. Instead, we did all possible pairwise tests from the 18-taxon matrix and determined the location of the test statistics of the comparisons between paralogous sequences in the same organisms (i.e., Mostuea and Kopsia) in the distribution of test statistics from all comparisons. In this way, we can test the null hypothesis that the rates of evolution in the two paralogous copies are not significantly different, as compared with other plant RPB2 sequences.
For the comparisons among RPB2-d, ndhF, and rbcL, data matrices for each individual gene were assembled using all ingroup (Gentianales RPB2-d except Chironia), plus the four Lamiales taxa as outgroup (table 1). Voucher information and GenBank accession numbers for the ndhF and rbcL sequences can be found in Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer (2000) . To find the most parsimonious trees, the heuristic algorithm of PAUP, version 4.0*d64 (David Swofford, unpublished), was used. One hundred random additions with MUL-PARS on and tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping were performed. To assess clade support, parsimony jackknife analyses (Farris et al. 1996) of the alignments were performed using 1,000 replicates with 36.8% of the characters deleted in each replicate, 5 random additions per jackknife replicate, TBR branch swapping, and MULPARS off. Presence/absence of introns 22-23 and other informative indels were appended as additional characters to the data matrices before analysis. Gap positions were treated as missing data. ILD tests were performed using the partition-homogeneity test in PAUP, version 4.0*d64, with 1,000 randomizations, each with one random addition, MULPARS off, and TBR branch swapping. All uninformative characters were removed prior to the ILD tests (Cunningham 1997) . Calculations of the relative substitution rates and transition/transversion ratios were performed with MacClade, version 3.07 (Maddison and Maddison 1997) . Overall strength of the phylogenetic signals was measured as total support (t; Bremer 1994) and the sum of jackknife resampling percentage units above 50% (j50). The efficiency of the different regions was assessed by dividing these values by the average number of sequenced nucleotides per region (tEff and jEff, respectively). Mean numbers of changes per site for first, second, and third codon positions were calculated from the inferred number of steps on the most parsimonious trees and divided by the number of variable sites for each position (cf. Olmstead, Reeves, and Yen 1998). The actual rates may be higher due to multiple substitutions along branches, but that does not necessarily affect the relative comparisons in qualitative terms.
Results
Our PCR experiments revealed duplicate copies of RPB2 in two plants. A characteristic feature of one of the duplicate copies (hereinafter denoted RPB2-d) is the lack of introns in the area studied. Amplification with primer pairs 6935F and 7884R gave a ϳ850-bp band for all taxa except Mostuea and Kopsia, for which 1,250-and 1,150-bp bands were obtained, respectively. DNA sequencing of the latter two revealed introns in the same positions as in Arabidopsis, whereas the other products lacked introns. A new 3Ј primer, 7901R, gave ϳ870-bp products for both Mostuea and Kopsia. These products both lacked introns. None of these primer pairs gave any product for Chironia (or any other herbaceous member of the Gentianaceae tried), but the primer pair 6935F and 8032R gave a ϳ1,100-bp fragment. The 8032R primer sequence is situated in exon 25 in the Arabidopsis sequence, and the Chironia product contained an intron between exons 24 and 25 at correspond- Bremer and Thulin (1998) NOTE.-Plant RPB2 copies lacking introns in the studied region are denoted with ''-d.'' Intron presence is unknown for the Magnolia sequence. Herbarium abbreviations are according to Holmgren, Holmgren, and Barnett (1990). ing locations but had no introns in the interval equivalent to Arabidopsis exons 22-24.
The alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences for the different RNA polymerase genes is shown in figure 2 (based on an initial alignment provided by B. D. Hall). The phylogenetic analysis of this alignment strongly supported the obtained PCR products as plant RPB2 sequences, regardless of whether amino acid coding, DNA coding, or a combined approach was used ( fig. 3) . The amino acid coding succeeded in determining that the gene was indeed a polymerase gene and that it came from a plant, but few other branches received substantial support. The basal resolution among the plant RPB2 sequences was poor. The Lamiales RPB2-d and Gentianales RPB2-d sequences, both strongly supported by the DNA sequences, grouped together with the Solanum cDNA sequence in the most-parsimonious trees of the DNA and combined matrices. Unpublished data confirm that the corresponding genomic Solanum DNA sequence lacks introns in the studied region, thus further supporting orthology with the RPB2-d sequences obtained for this study. The paralogous Kopsia and Mostuea fragments group together strongly, but their placement is unresolved with respect to other plant sequenc- es. Thus, it seems reasonable to postulate a duplication predating the origin of the Gentianales. No significant difference between the nucleic acid and amino acid codings could be detected by the ILD test; only 10 of the 1,000 randomized partitions yielded a sum length larger than the sum of the original partitions.
By restricting a tree to Arabidopsis II, Mostuea II, Mostuea II-d, Kopsia II, and Kopsia II-d, we compared proportion of synonymous changes and transition/transversion ratios along the terminal branches for the two paralogs in Mostuea and Kopsia (table 2) . No significant differences in substitution patterns could be found.
The relative-rate tests did not reveal any significant differences between the paralogous copies in Kopsia (all pairwise comparisons in the 18-taxon tree [ fig. 4 ] are between the 37th and the 99th percentiles) or in Mostuea (all pairwise comparisons fall between the 40th and the 98th percentiles).
Alignment (using both the PAM250 cost matrix and CLUSTAL W with default settings) of the RPB2-d sequences in Gentianales required the introduction of a few gaps. At amino acid positions 21-30 ( fig. 2 ), all Gentianales RPB2-d sequences had at least nine amino acid residues (often AHVPSSLSA; the Gentianaceae had 10 residues: AHVPAGSFNA), whereas the outgroup sequences had only six (often AQGQAT). This region was aligned as follows:
AQ---GQ-AT AHVPSSL-SA AHVPAGSFNA All obtained sequences except those of Neuburgia and Luculia have reading frames corresponding to possible functionality (i.e., no stop codons). The Luculia sequence has a 58-bp deletion spanning the exon 23-24 border, causing a frameshift and possible nonfunctionality. Additional PCR experiments with a reverse primer constructed from other Rubiaceae sequences from the deleted area of the first sequence obtained from Luculia revealed a normal (no deletion), otherwise very similar, sequence in Luculia. In the 406 nt sequenced, there were seven synonymous changes and one amino acid change. The explanation for the duplicate RPB2-d sequence may be the putative hybrid nature of this cultivated plant, although its ploidy is unknown. The Neuburgia sequence contains two stop codons if the majority-rule consensus sequence from the individual sequencing reactions is chosen, but in the first case the reverse sequencing reactions are ambiguous at this position, and in the second case there is also a C signal in the first codon position present in all reactions, although with weaker signal than the T.
Examples of most-parsimonious trees from RPB2, ndhF, and rbcL are shown in figure 5 (strict consensus trees will appear through collapsing of the dotted branches). The highest number of informative characters was found in ndhF (table 3) , but the RPB2 sequences were more informative per sequenced nucleotide (32% informative positions, versus 30% for ndhF and 15% for rbcL). The highest amount of homoplasy was found in RPB2 (consistency index [CI] ϭ 0.42; table 3). The strongest signal was found in ndhF, in terms of both total support and jackknife resampling frequencies (table  3) . RPB2 gave more jackknife support per sequenced nucleotide than the chloroplast genes, but Bremer support per sequenced nucleotide was higher for ndhF (table 3). Combination of the genes always yielded fewer trees, and support usually increased. However, jackknife frequencies only marginally increased if rbcL and/or RPB2 were added (table 3), indicating that ndhF is making the most significant contribution of the three genes to resampling support. In contrast to jackknife frequencies, total support (t) values were approximately additive to each other when the matrices were combined (table 3). The ILD tests singled out RPB2 as significantly different from both rbcL and ndhF (P ϭ 0.024 and 0.012, respectively), whereas the incongruence between the latter two was less pronounced (P ϭ 0.360). Nevertheless, 11 nodes were strongly supported by all three data sets ( fig. 6 ).
The ndhF sequences had the strongest base-compositional bias (67% AϩT content, compared with 54% for RPB2 and 56% for rbcL), whereas RPB2 had the highest transition/transversion ratio (1.85; 1.49 for rbcL and 1.23 for ndhF). All three genes had bias toward third-position changes ( fig. 7) . This was most pronounced in RPB2, where the CI also was lowest for the third-position changes. The relative number of changes in informative codon positions differed markedly among the three loci ( fig. 8) . Informative third codon positions were significantly more variable than the other two positions in RPB2. A similar pattern is found in ndhF, but here only weak significance between third and second positions could be detected (0.05 Ͼ P Ͼ 0.01). The relative variability among codon positions was strikingly different for rbcL, conforming to the patterns reported by Olmstead, Reeves, and Yen (1998) , but no significant differences could be detected. Changing from nucleic to amino acid coding had great impact on the overall jackknife support on RPB2 (J50 ϭ 128, compared with 695 in the DNA matrix) and rbcL (J50 ϭ 9 instead of 693),
FIG. 2 (Continued )
Paralogous RPB2 Sequences in Angiosperms 1139   FIG. 3. -Fifty percent jackknife majority-rule tree based on amino acid coding (upper values on branches), nucleic acid coding (middle), and combined coding (lower). Jackknife support of less than 50% is denoted by ''x''; ''a'' indicates that a node is not present in the mostparsimonious tree from the matrix. but not on ndhF (J50 ϭ 898 instead of 852). A possible explanation for this is the low number of informative characters in the RPB2 and rbcL amino acid sequence matrices (32 and 35, respectively) compared with ndhF (269). This, in turn, can be explained partly by the larger size of the ndhF region sequenced (table 2 and fig. 7 ) and, perhaps more importantly, by the higher proportion of nonsynonymous changes in ndhF ( fig. 9 ).
Discussion
The results presented here for the first time clearly show that there are at least two paralogous RPB2 sequences occurring in some green plants, as positively demonstrated in Mostuea and Kopsia of the Gentianales. The tree in figure 3 suggests that the sequences devoid of introns 22-23 form a monophyletic group apart from the intron-containing ones. This means that the duplicate RPB2 sequences in Mostuea and Kopsia are unlikely to be due to any recent duplication event. The absence of duplicate RPB2 loci reported for Arabidopsis (Larkin and Guilfoyle 1993) , tomato (Warrilow and Symons 1996) , and Rhododendron (Ericales; Denton, McConaughy, and Hall 1998) suggests that the duplication occurred later than the origin of angiosperms. Ericales and tomato both belong to the asterids, which includes the large euasterid I and II clades (Angiosperm Phylog-1140 Oxelman and Bremer   FIG. 4. -Tree used for relative-rate tests. All comparisons between the paralogs in Kopsia (Kfr) and Mostuea (Mbr) were plotted onto the distribution from all possible triplet tests according to the method of Steel et al. (1996) . Note that indels and intron presence/absence were not coded in this analysis, which may explain the slight incongruence with the tree in figure 3 . Taxon abbreviations are as in figure 2. eny Group 1998). The taxa sequenced for this study (Gentianales, Lamiales) and tomato all belong to the large euasterid I clade within the asterids. Recent research has revealed that tomato and Rhododendron actually have two RPB2 genes as well (unpublished data). Taking the tree in figure 4 at face value would suggest a split near the base of the angiosperm clade. However, the support for this scenario is low, and until evidence for the existence of duplicate RPB2 genes is generated for nonasterid taxa, the origin of a second copy is, in our view, better regarded as unresolved. Current research by Oxelman, Denton, and Hall (unpublished data) indicates that the RPB2-d variant is a synapomorphy for the euasterid I clade and that the Ericales may be the only other major angiosperm group with two RPB2 genes. The phylogenetic relationships among the main asterid clades are not yet unambiguously resolved (e.g., Olmstead et al. 1992 Olmstead et al. , 1993 Angiosperm Phylogeny Group 1998; Soltis, Soltis, and Chase 1999; Albach et al. 2000) , so further studies on this issue are clearly desirable. The duplication leading to the two copies found in Gentianales took place at least as early as the origin of the group, but only detailed sequencing studies can shed light on how much earlier and whether there have been multiple duplication events.
An important conclusion that can be drawn from the present study is that great caution is needed when selecting a nuclear, putatively single-copy gene for phylogenetic studies. Despite previous publications based on Southern blot analyses, we show that RPB2 is not single-copy in all angiosperms. A very substantial number of angiosperms may actually have two copies. The asterids comprise approximately one third of all flowering plant species, and research is ongoing to trace the evolution of RPB2 in plants.
One caution with regard to the results presented in figure 3 may be that DNA and RNA sequences are intermixed. RNA editing (Bowe and dePamphilis 1996; Malek et al. 1996) could potentially bias the results. However, examination of the sequences deposited in GenBank reveals that DNA exon and mRNA sequences of Arabidopsis are identical for the entire RPB2, except at a single position (A↔T), indicating that RNA editing is unlikely to cause problems when inferring RPB2 phylogenies based on both RNA and DNA sequences. Given the strong bias toward third-position changes in the RNA polymerase data matrix, it is possible that multiple hits along individual branches are a potential problem for phylogeny reconstruction (e.g., Felsenstein 1978) using RPB2 sequences. To explore this possibility, we conducted the ILD test on the green plant matrix, which would indicate incongruence between the different codings in presence of ''long-branch attraction'' due to excessive synonymous substitutions. Only 10 of 1,000 randomized partitions yielded matrices where the sum of lengths was higher than in the original, thus indicating no significantly conflicting signals. No general conclusions should be drawn from this observation alone, but it seems clear that the long-branch attraction problem, which has been vigorously debated from a theoretical point of view, is in need of more empirical studies. It is possible, however, that most of the long branches in figure 3 are true long branches and that there are no ''true'' short internal branches. It is the mixture of long and short branches that is most likely to create problems in phylogeny reconstruction (see Hillis, Huelsenbeck, and Swofford 1994) .
The comparison of RPB2 with the chloroplast loci rbcL and ndhF reveals several important observations concerning the properties of the respective genes as phylogenetic markers. Clearly, the most powerful in terms of support of the three is ndhF. Moreover, the ndhF matrix has the highest CI and is the least biased toward synonymous substitutions of the three. The latter appears to be a desirable property for protein-coding genes, because high proportions of synonymous changes may lead to saturation and obscure historical signal under some circumstances. However, third-position changes in rbcL have a higher CI and fewer changes per site than first and second positions, despite the strong bias for synonymous changes in rbcL (83%). This observation has been made for other groups as well (Sennblad and Bremer 1997; Olmstead, Reeves, and Yen 1998; Källersjö et al. 1998) and is likely to reflect a general property of rbcL.
The ILD tests revealed the results from the RPB2 matrix to be significantly different from those of the chloroplast genes. Homology of nuclear regions may be confused by recombinant processes such as gene conversion (Wendel and Doyle 1998) . In fact, incomplete levels of concerted evolution render such sequence regions less useful for phylogeny reconstruction. However, incongruent patterns may result from other sources, e.g., different substitution patterns like those manifested in this study. Unless homoplasy follows exactly the same stochastic model in the regions compared, ''statistically significant'' ILD will always result, provided that the sequences are long enough. This is because the null hypothesis tested is that the sequences belong to the same stochastic population. The sample size (i.e., sequence length) needed to yield ''significance'' will, of course, depend on how different these populations (i.e., genes) actually are, and pairwise comparisons can give clues to the relative magnitudes of these differences. The RPB2 sequence region is the smallest of the three compared and still stands out as the most incongruent. It is possible that the strong bias for synonymous substitutions and third-position changes in RPB2 is part of the explanation for this. This may warrant caution with regard to the utility of RPB2 DNA sequences at higher levels, but on the other hand, visual inspection of the three trees in figure 5 reveals few incongruences with mutual strong support. In fact, the most striking incongruence is the basal position of Gentianaceae (Anthocleista, Fagraea, and Potalia) in the two chloroplast trees ( fig. 5B and C) . This position is in conflict with the tree presented by Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer (2000) , where that position is taken by the Rubiaceae, resulting in congruence with the RPB2 tree ( fig. 5A ). The chloroplast sequences in this study are a subset of those used by Backlund, Oxelman, and Bremer (2000) , so the incongruence must be attributed to the more extensive sampling of that study, in terms of both ingroup and outgroup sequences.
The debate over the past few years on the issue of whether one should combine different data sets or not has been intense. Most authors seem to have reached the conclusion that data sets should be combined if they can be assumed to have been generated by a common branching process. As discussed above, incongruence may be observed even if this assumption is correct, and unfortunately, we are unaware of any analytical methods that distinguish between apparent and real incongruence. Given the historical nature of the processes that generated the patterns in the sequences, it is doubtful that such distinction is even theoretically possible. In light of this, it seems difficult to define clear-cut rules for when data should be combined and when they should not. In this case, we saw no serious topological differences among the data sets. Although gene conversion cannot be ruled out, we are unable to detect it in this case.
There can be no definite conclusions drawn about the functional significance of the findings in this study. The lack of premature stop codons, the absence of substitution patterns typical of silent sequences (e.g., an increase in AϩT-content), and the strong bias in favor of third-codon-position substitutions all over the tree may indicate functionality of RPB2-d, but further studies of the RNA transcript must be performed to confirm this (Oxelman, Denton, and Hall [unpublished data] have demonstrated that both the ''normal'' RPB2 and the RPB2-d gene are transcribed in Gardenia and tomato). The presence of intron 24 in the Chironia sequence excludes cDNA integration as a possible origin of the duplicate variant. Oxelman, Denton, and Hall (unpublished data) have shown for a large number of euasterid I taxa that six introns are absent (introns 18-23 in the Arabidopsis sequence). The 58-bp deletion in Luculia suggests, however, that this sequence is a pseudogene. The position of Luculia agrees with that reported in other analyses (Bremer and Jansen 1991; Bremer and Struwe 1992; Bremer, Andreasen, and Olsson 1995; Bremer 1996; Andersson and Rova 1999) , indicating a recent loss of functionality.
Multiple copies of similar, paralogous sequences can confuse phylogenetic interpretations. However, under the assumption that loss of introns has happened in orthologous copies of RPB2, a priori homology assessment is easy, even from the size of the PCR product. Indeed, unpublished data strongly corroborate the suggestion made here about orthology of RPB2-d variants. Moreover, sequencing of highly variable introns that may be difficult to align at this level of divergence is avoided. We suggest that the RPB2-d locus has the potential to be a valuable nuclear marker for determination of phylogenetic relationships within the euasterid I group of angiosperms, a major group of flowering plants for which there are numerous phylogenetic problems. min D. Hall generously shared the amino acid alignment of various RNA polymerase genes and made numerous valuable comments on a previous draft of the manuscript. Skillful technical assistance from Nahid Heidari and Jessica Rönnholm is gratefully acknowledged. We thank David Swofford for permitting us to use PAUP 4.0*d64. Helpful comments by Pamela Soltis and anonymous reviewers on this manuscript are gratefully acknowledged.
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